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Do the same work and achieve more ...
Let our technology support your goal for excellence!
Our proven methodology was first applied successfully to correct a failing, multi-billion dollar, US National Security program
over 20 years ago. Since then, our technology has led in the ability to recover “mission impossible” situations associated with
large, complex government and commercial programs. It’s now an easy, intuitive Microsoft Project and Excel add-in,
improving execution reliability by 40 to 70%. The table below provides a sample of this technology’s value to your goals:

Current
Project Management Technology
Budget Analysis
& Maintenance


Manual and tedious

Limited support for this goal

Use of Industry
Best Practices


Maybe Earned Value? If so ...
Setup is longer
Maintenance is tedious (may have
much higher overhead, more
infrastructure and greater costs to
sustain)
Limited: No CPI or SPI statistical
forecasting and resolution methods

Workforce
Learning & Growth
Maintenance

Modeling of
Operations

Productivity,
Efficiency &
Quality Control

Resource Analysis &
Maintenance

Our Breakthrough Technology Push Button Simple Automation
?
Analyze and determine optimal cost
recovery plan when schedule is impacted

?
Balance budget for all tasks instantly
?
Define and maintain Gross Margins
Balanced Scorecard analysis and reports


Enhanced Earned Value analysis and reports

Theory of Constraints analysis and reports

Monte Carlo simulation and analysis

Kaizen Process Improvement methodology

Lean 6 Sigma process thread analysis

Predictive Metric analysis and reports

Dashboard Leadership Intervention analysis


No support for this goal

Lessons Learned Journal by sections:
?
Customers
Business
Teams
Individuals

Objective alignment to business goals
Workforce knowledge
Workforce drive


Tedious separation of FTE work


Separate data entries and tracking of FTE

hours and task duration

Excel to Project columns only

Manual task entry

work hours and task duration - it’s easy

Excel as data entry interface to Project

Task generation from process templates


Identifies symptoms only

Limited or/to no support for these


Identifies core issues

Facilitates mitigation solutions

Creates an optimal implementation plan

three control goals
Tedious to load, level and maintain


Tedious for matrix organizations

Rapid load, level and maintain approach


Easy way to share resources from matrix

Incorporates a proven process to increase reliability by 40% to 70%
Telephone: 310.476.6899 E-mail: info@catalysttechnologies.com
Catalyst Technologies

Lessons Learned Revealed at a Glance
Reveal lessons learned in past projects that result in increased control
over meeting current deadlines.
You’re losing valuable knowledge stored within your past project plans and it’s
costing you time, money and quality. Our simple add-in software correlates and
statistically analyzes your past tasks using over 200 parameters. It then create a
simple dashboard that identifies core issues and solutions to improve your current
project reliability by 5 to 10%. Within hours, you'll know solutions to core
productivity, efficiency and quality issues with objectivity and certainty. Your past
projects contain a wealth of information. Our simple add-in software tool can
uncover that knowledge. If it’s time to increase control over meeting current
deadlines, then we suggest letting your past project plans tell you how.

World Class Business Tools within Minutes
Increase reliability by 40 to 70% by applying world class industry best
practices within minutes.
Are you using world class business tools to manage your projects and operations?
Our simple software add-in gives you instant access to seven world class business
tools that dramatically increases your visibility and control to meet deadlines with
40 to 70% more reliably. Our technology is based on solid metric principles that
measure and validate your 40 to 70% improvement with unequaled accuracy.
Additionally, our software provides managers an automated, customizable on-thejob training tool to support their team’s learning and growth to meet business
objectives with greater ease and efficiency. World class business tools and training
automation installed within your organization in minutes - that’s evolutionary!

Leadership Technology at your Fingertips
Transform your project software into a leadership tool that helps you
manage excellence.
We developed a manager's “Rosetta Stone,” translating experience, skills and
motivation into time, money and quality measurements. What is your financial
return on investment for training, quality of life improvements and competency
alignment? How does increased motivation precisely translate into specific cost
savings and increased business opportunities? How much more can your team
increase in productivity, efficiency and quality before they start degrading in
performance reliability? If you need to meet business objectives with greater
precision, our manager’s “Rosetta Stone” is the only tool in the world that gives
you a precise cost based translation between your needs and your team’s action.

To view a demonstration, select: DEMO
For more information, call: (310) 476-6899

